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ABSTRACT

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

The InterEvDock3 protein docking server exploits the
constraints of evolution by multiple means to generate structural models of protein assemblies. The
server takes as input either several sequences or
3D structures of proteins known to interact. It returns a set of 10 consensus candidate complexes,
together with interface predictions to guide further
experimental validation interactively. Three key novelties were implemented in InterEvDock3 to help obtain more reliable models: users can (i) generate
template-based structural models of assemblies using close and remote homologs of known 3D structure, detected through an automated search protocol,
(ii) select the assembly models most consistent with
contact maps from external methods that implement
covariation-based contact prediction with or without
deep learning and (iii) exploit a novel coevolutionbased scoring scheme at atomic level, which leads
to significantly higher free docking success rates.
The performance of the server was validated on two
large free docking benchmark databases, containing
respectively 230 unbound targets (Weng dataset) and
812 models of unbound targets (PPI4DOCK dataset).
Its effectiveness has also been proven on a number
of challenging examples. The InterEvDock3 web interface is available at http://bioserv.rpbs.univ-parisdiderot.fr/services/InterEvDock3/.

INTRODUCTION
Physical interactions between proteins are driving the structural and dynamical organization of cells and have played
fundamental roles in the emergence and evolution of complex cellular functions (1). To elucidate the functioning of
cell machines and unravel their cross-talk, it is essential to
characterize the molecular bases underlying their specific
association into large and dynamic assemblies (2). Computational methods for predicting the structure of protein
assemblies are needed to exploit the enormous amount of
physical interactions discovered by proteomics technologies
and make the most of 3D structures already available (3).
In numerous cases, sequence conservation and coevolution bring major insights into the constraints that were imposed during evolution at the interface of protein complexes (4). InterEvDock3 is a unique protein docking server
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explicit modeling of complex homologs and
integration of covariation-based contact maps
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(33) or that combine this analysis with deep learning techniques such as ComplexContact (34) or trRosetta (35). The
third modeling solution proposed by InterEvDock3 is a new
strategy we developed for atomic-based scoring integrating interface coevolution (36). For each model sampled by
FRODOCK (16), atomic models of interfaces of coevolved
homologs are scored using a successful consensus strategy
exploiting the complementarity of scores such as InterEvScore (37), SOAP-PP (38) and Rosetta interface score (39).
Moving from a coarse-grained integration of evolutionary
information to an atomic representation, the success rates
of InterEvDock3 were increased by more than 20%.
In addition to these three novelties, the InterEvDock3
server inherits many features of previous versions that allowed our group to rank among the best predictors on past
CAPRI challenges (40–42). Such useful features include automatic generation of co-alignments for multi-subunit inputs, handling of user-specific distance constraints, interactive viewers for rapid visual inspection complemented
with tailored PyMOL scripts to facilitate the comprehensive
analysis of the docking results, and the possibility to use a
previous job id session for hot restarts. These functionalities
have been adapted and extended to the new methodological
improvements in order to facilitate their use.
The InterEvDock3 pipeline was extensively tested and
the free docking part was benchmarked on 230 unbound
partners of the Weng database (43) and 812 unbound homology models from the PPI4DOCK database (30). 40%
and 35% of the 230 and 812 cases, respectively, have an
acceptable or better solution among the top 10 consensus
models returned by InterEvDock3. InterEvDock3 also outputs a list of the 10 residues most likely involved in the
interface and at least one residue was correctly predicted
in 91% of the 812 benchmark cases. We also present several challenging cases to illustrate the extended applicability reached by the incorporation of novel evolution-based
docking strategies.
THE INTEREVDOCK3 SERVER
Presentation of the InterEvDock3 web interface and of the
molecular docking procedure
Figure 1 illustrates the new features implemented in the InterEvDock3 pipeline. The server can process two or several
proteins provided either in sequence or structure format in
the ‘Partner A’ and/or ‘Partner B’ sections of the web form.
In InterEvDock3, there are overall three major tracks.
Template-based docking protocols
First, a template-based modeling protocol can be activated
by submitting protein sequences as inputs (Figure 1.1). The
user can provide several sequences in the ‘Partner A’ section
to explore all the complexes that contain homologs of this
set of sequences. When at least one homologous complex
is detected, the server will automatically build a 3D model
using a template-based docking strategy. If one or several
sequences are provided in both sections A and B, the server
will first generate 3D models for both partners individually and then run a free docking protocol between them.
The search for a structural complex template is performed
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that exploits the constraints of evolution by multiple means
to generate models of protein structural assemblies. InterEvDock3 integrates into a single server three major procedures that can be used by biologists to get reliable models from the sequences of their proteins of interest: (i)
Template-based docking; (ii) Free-template docking using
covariation-inferred contact maps for cases with large coalignments (joint multiple sequence alignments, coMSAs in
short, of two interacting partners); (iii) Free docking using
explicit modeling of interologs and scoring at atomic level
for cases with coMSAs as small as 10 sequences.
Critical assessment of strategies for modeling protein
interactions, as achieved by CAPRI (Critical Assessment
of PRedicted Interactions) experiments (5,6), continuously
rate template-based modeling as a reliable approach provided that a template can be unambiguously identified.
Useful servers for that purpose were developed in recent
years, either for pairs of chains or multiple sequence inputs
such as SnapDock (7), SWISS-MODEL Oligo (8,9) and
HDOCK (10). Search for templates hierarchically clustered
can be further achieved with PPI3D (11) and KBDOCK
(12). If no template can be found, free docking approaches
become powerful alternatives in which the orientation between two binding partners can be extensively sampled and
scored. Many template-free docking servers have been developed using a global rigid-body docking approach, sometimes followed by rescoring such as PatchDock (13), FireDock (14), ZDOCK (15), FRODOCK (16), pyDockWEB
(17), ClusPro (18) and GRAMM-X (19). Servers and methods such as RosettaDock integrated into the ROSIE framework (20,21), HADDOCK (22,23), LightDock (24) or PyDOCKweb are appropriate for focused sampling around an
initial guess. A few servers also have the specificity to include significant degrees of flexibility as SwarmDock (25),
ATTRACT (26) or HADDOCK. In complement to these
free docking approaches, seminal works highlighted the interest of template-based modeling (27,28) and of using homology models for docking (29–32). Among all these docking servers and methods, HDOCK has the particularity of
running a hybrid template-based and free docking strategy
restricted to dimeric cases when only sequences are provided.
InterEvDock3 is unique in integrating template-based
and free docking with a flexible processing of inputs (singleor multi-protein, structures or sequences) and using evolutionary information to rank the generated docking models. In comparison to the previous versions of the server,
three novel prediction strategies have been developed. From
an input containing multiple sequences, the server will
first explore whether any homologous complex is available as a template to predict the structure of an assembly by comparative modeling techniques (Figure 1). Only
a subset of the query proteins may fulfill these conditions
and InterEvDock3 will build template-based models for the
largest such subset. For interfaces that cannot be modeled
by homology, InterEvDock3 proposes two complementary
free docking approaches. The first one is particularly well
adapted when large coMSAs can be generated for the subunits of interest. It exploits the covariation-inferred contact
maps that can be generated from servers and methods that
implement Direct Coupling Analyses such as EvComplex
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using a protocol we recently developed to identify, among
a list of interacting proteins, those which have homologs
structurally characterized in complex with each other (44).
The latter protocol was also included in the Proteo3Dnet
server (45). Close and remote homologous complexes are
identified using HHsearch (46) and the computed alignments are used to create a structural assembly by threading the maximum number of input subunits possible. Sidechains are modeled using OSCAR-star (47). Insertions and
deletions are subsequently modeled by homology using our
DaReUS-Loop program adapted to work on inputs with
multiple chains (48,49). A table provided in the output of
the automatic procedure lists a number of possible templates which can help select alternative structures (Figure
2A). More options are available through the ‘advanced options’ menu allowing, for instance, to change the maximum
authorized loop length in template-based modeling or to
specify a different template. When structure inputs are provided instead of sequences, the homology building step is
logically bypassed.
Free docking using coevolution information for scoring
Once the structures of Partners A and B are available, either through 3D homology modeling or directly from the
user inputs, an exhaustive rigid-body sampling is performed
between them using the FRODOCK algorithm. A notable
feature of InterEvDock3 is to use evolutionary information,
when available, to score the models sampled by exhaustive

rigid-body search. In InterEvDock3, this evolutionary information is integrated into two novel and complementary
ways.
Free docking with scoring based on covariation-inferred contact maps
The second novel approach implemented in the InterEvDock3 server is the possibility to exploit the contact
maps predicted from external servers analyzing covariation
with direct coupling analysis and/or deep learning techniques (Figure 1.2) (33–35). The format of the input contact
map is a simple 3-column text file, such as the one generated by the ComplexContact server (‘.gcnn inter list’ extension), sorting by decreasing probability (col 3) the indexes
of the predicted contacting residue pairs (col 1 and 2). For
every model, InterEvDock3 considers the contacts listed in
the covariation map and counts how many are satisfied at
an inter-atomic threshold distance of 8Å (default value, adjustable in options). We typically advise users to submit the
top 100 or top 200 predicted inter-molecular contacts with
the idea that the docking step will help discriminate the
correct ones and filter out contacts incompatible with the
best scored docking models. A sum weighted by the probabilities of these predicted contacts is also calculated. The
server returns two sets of 10 models maximizing either the
number of satisfied structural contacts or the sum of satisfied contacts weighted by their probability. Because vicinal
residues often bring redundant contact information in the
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Figure 1. General pipeline highlighting the 3 novel approaches implemented in the InterEvDock3 server. Mode 1 uses sequences as input and runs a
template-based modeling protocol search for close and remote homologs with HHsearch in an exhaustive manner to generate models of homomeric and
heteromeric assemblies. Mode 2 uses 3D structures of monomers or homomeric complexes to run a free docking approach trying to satisfy the contacts
predicted in the contact map provided as input and obtained from servers such as ComplexContact (34), EvComplex (52) or trRosetta (35). Mode 3 uses
3D structures of monomers or multimeric complexes (possibly modeled from sequences in Mode 1) and implements a new strategy for scoring interfaces
with coevolution information using an atomic-based scoring of interface models for 10 to 40 pairs of interolog sequences using scores such as InterEvScore
(37), SOAP-PP (38) or Rosetta scoring function (39). A single complex model is returned after mode 1 while 10 best models are returned for every score
calculated in modes 2 and 3. Mode 3 also returns a consensus selection of 10 best models and a prediction of residues likely to be in the interface. Templatebased modeling (mode 1) is in general more reliable than free docking approaches and should be favored if possible. In case large multiple sequence
alignments can be obtained, it is advised to run first the coevolution-derived contact mode (mode 2) which can strongly restrict the relative orientations
between docked partners. Mode 3 should be privileged in cases where only shallow co-MSAs can be obtained.
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context of protein structures or structural models used as
free docking inputs, InterEvDock3 uses a grouping strategy
in which vicinal sequence positions are considered equivalent. By default, a central position is grouped with its two
upstream and two downstream positions (this number can
be adjusted in the advanced options and redundant grouping can be canceled by setting the parameter to 0). Importantly, contact map-based scoring in InterEvDock3 takes
into account the ambiguities generated by the docking of
homo-multimers in which several monomers may simultaneously contribute to otherwise incompatible contacts (see
examples in the Results section).
Free docking using a consensus scoring approach running at
the atomic level
To identify the most likely coevolved interfaces, free docking poses can be rescored using a consensus approach combining up to five different scores (Figure 1.3). The scoring

protocol exploits coMSAs of both input partners, automatically and efficiently built if not provided by the user, even for
oligomeric inputs. The novelty in InterEvDock3 (36) is that
a subset of 10 to 40 representative couples of homologous
sequences are selected from the coMSAs and are rapidly
modeled at the atomic level to be scored simultaneously. The
representative pairs of sequences form a group of so-called
interolog sequences. For every docking pose and for each
interolog, the server rapidly generates an atomic model of
the interface with side-chain conformations predicted using OSCAR-star (47) without modeling insertions. The latter approximation can be tolerated because sequences share
more than 30% identity with the master sequence. All these
steps are parallelized allowing to score 10,000 rigid-body
models in a reasonable time (see below). For every model,
a fast scoring mode is calculated by summing the scores of
all modeled interologs using SOAP-PP and InterEvScore.
The FRODOCK score is only calculated for the master sequence. For the three scores, the top 50 models (150 models
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Figure 2. (A) Model automatically generated using InterEvDock3 in mode 1 for 6 human proteins forming a subcomplex of the inner kinetochore display
in the online web interface of InterEvDock3. Despite very low mean sequence identity between human and yeast subunits (11.5% on average), HHsearch
detected orthologous subunits for CENPI (13%), CENPO (13%), CENPL (11%), CENPP (11%), CENPN (10%) and CENPK (9%) as indicated in the
table of templates listing all the possible complexes and subcomplexes which could be used as templates for this set of sequences. (B) Structural model
obtained using InterEvDock3 in mode 2 (by applying the top 100 contacts predicted by the ComplexContact server) for the complex between E. coli MutS
homodimer and MutL homodimeric N-terminal domain (PDB:1B63). In the crystal structure of the complex, a single domain of MutL was crystallized
(5AKB). A PyMol script ‘start analysis cmap.pml’ is distributed in the downloadable results archive to get all the predicted contacts in the map which
were satisfied in the model as shown in the figure.
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in total) are returned to the user and a consensus calculation extracts a final list of 10 best models. The consensus
accounts for the fact that decoys that are well ranked by at
least two different scoring methods have a higher chance
of being correct (36). Increased performance can be further
achieved by activating the option to run Rosetta interface
scoring on the 150 selected models at the cost of a longer
computation time for large complexes (>500 residues). As
in InterEvDock2, users can provide information on residues
(or pairs of residues) involved in the interface as restraints
to filter sampled solutions. When constraints are provided
by the user, the output returned by the server will provide
information about whether or not each constraint was used
during docking (e.g. constraints involving residues that are
not exposed on the surface of the protein are excluded).
Server output
The web page resulting from an InterEvDock3 submission
contains information about the best ranked decoys, which
can be explored interactively thanks to the NGL applet (50).
Models can be minimized or taken without modifications

with respect to the input structures. Detailed results are
available in a downloadable archive, also containing a script
for easy loading and offline visualization of the best docking
solutions with PyMOL (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics
System, Schrödinger, LLC). The InterEvDock3 server benefits from parallelized implementation in the dedicated infrastructure built at RPBS and from data privacy ensured
in the Mobyle framework.
Several tutorial cases using sequences as input to the
docking or adding contact maps are available on the InterEvDock3 submission page, presented in a video tutorial
and described in the help page at https://bioserv.rpbs.univparis-diderot.fr/services/InterEvDock3/#examples.
Runtime
Free docking with atomic coevolution scoring (Figure 1.3)
takes altogether around 30 min for 2 proteins of 100 residues
each and 1 h 15 min for two proteins of 500 residues each.
50% of the time is dedicated to coMSA generation. When
free docking using a covariation map (Figure 1.2), the user
can score a much larger amount of decoys, considering them
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Figure 3. (A) Increased performance of InterEvDock3 (IED3) free docking server (Figure 1 mode 3) benchmarked on the Weng and PPI4DOCK datasets
compared to the success rates obtained with the previous version of InterEvDock2 (IED2) (53). Success rates obtained for three options which can be
activated in the web interface are shown. (B) Example of a docking model obtained for a target of the PPI4DOCK dataset involving unbound models of E2
and E3A ligases. The model representation was obtained from the PyMOL script available in the result archive from InterEvDock3. Colored representation
corresponds to either the conservation (yellow-red scale) or the probability of a residue to be part of the interface (white-green scale).
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RESULTS
Identification of close and remote homolog multi-subunit
complexes for template-based docking
A key step of our strategy (44) is that homologous templates
can be identified at both high and very low sequence identity. An illustration of the limits which can be reached by
template-based docking in InterEvDock3 is shown in Figure 2A for the modeling of six subunits of the human inner
kinetochore based on the structure solved in yeast. Despite
sequence identities ranging from 9% to 13% for all the subunits, InterEvDock3 could automatically generate the remote homologous assembly. To our knowledge, the Swissmodel server (9) is the only alternate server offering the possibility to generate template-based models of complexes at
such low sequence identities. Swissmodel requires that all
submitted sequences match a common template, while InterEvDock3 offers a more exploratory approach, also detecting sub-complexes and allowing to build a model for a
subset of the submitted sequences (Figure 2A).
Unique to InterEvDock3 is the possibility to combine
template-based docking of a set of sequences with a subsequent free docking protocol to explore how modeled assemblies interact together. An example is provided with the
ComM protein, a conserved helicase involved in bacterial
competence (Supplementary Figure S1).
Free docking and scoring from covariation-inferred contact
maps
The use of covariation maps has been demonstrated as
a powerful means to predict the assembly of heteromeric
complexes (51,52). As an example, we tested the case of
a challenging bacterial complex between two homomeric
subunits involved in DNA mismatch repair, MutS and
MutL. We used the ComplexContact server (Figure 2B)
and the trRosetta method (Supplementary Figure S2) to
predict contact maps based on an automatically generated
co-alignment by ComplexContact with >5000 sequences.
Of note, the trRosetta server folds single chain proteins
rather than multi-protein assemblies. However, it is possible to download a standalone version in which joint coalignments can be given as inputs and as a result retrieve
the list of predicted inter-molecular contacts ranked by their
decreasing probability. Figure 2B highlights that the best

model is of Medium quality with respect to the native crystal structure as defined by CAPRI criteria. When downloading the results archive users can run a PyMol script as
shown in Figure 2B which assigns dashed lines to all the
satisfying contacts with their probabilities in the covariation map, allowing the user to judge the reliability of every
contact. Another target proposed recently in CAPRI, target T163, could also be handled successfully by the server
(Supplementary Figure S3) and a set of six examples using
either sequences or structures as inputs is shown in Supplementary Figure S4.
Free docking and scoring of coevolution at atomic level
In previous versions of the InterEvDock3 server, we highlighted that coevolution information captured by InterEvScore at the coarse-grained residue level significantly increased docking success rates when combined with other
atomic-based scoring functions such as FRODOCK or
SOAP-PP. Because performance gains are observed even
when as few as ten sequences are retrieved in the coMSAs, this consensus-based approach is highly complementary to the use of the covariation maps which require larger co-alignments. To further increase docking
performance, we developed a method to score coevolved
interfaces at the atomic level rather than at the residue
level (36).
We exhaustively benchmarked the performance of that
new atomic-based scoring strategy in the InterEvDock3
pipeline (mode 3 in Figure 1) and compared it to the previous performance of InterEvDock2 and to other well established methods such as ZDOCK3.02 and FRODOCK
2.1. We tested 230 targets of the Weng dataset (unbound
experimental monomers) together with 812 targets from
the PPI4DOCK dataset (unbound homology models). As
shown in Figure 3A and Supplementary Figure S5A, in all
the scoring variants, a significant increase in the number
of targets with Acceptable or better models among the top
10 decoys is observed reaching up to 35% and 39.6% of
correct predictions on the PPI4DOCK and Weng dataset,
respectively. InterEvDock3 can take advantage of several
atomic-based scores in addition to SOAP-PP such as the
Rosetta interface score applied either at the level of the
master sequence or applied as for SOAP-PP on all the interologs (so-called IED3-atom slow mode). This strategy
was thoroughly benchmarked, showing improvements with
respect to several standard scoring functions on the two
benchmark datasets (36). In addition to the top 10 consensus models, users can also download an output archive
containing the PDB files of the top 50 models of every individual score used in the consensus together with a PyMOL script to visualize important features mapped at the
surface of the models (Figure 3B). Of key interest for experimental biologists using mode 3 presented in Figure 1,
InterEvDock3 predicts a list of 10 residues most likely involved in the complex interface that can be targeted for mutagenesis (5 on each partner). For these residue predictions,
we reach 91% success rate, with 737 of the 812 PPI4DOCK
benchmark cases having at least one of the 10 predicted
residues involved in the actual interface (Supplementary
Figure S5B).
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all or reducing them from 300 000 decoys (1h, the default
setting) to 100 000 decoys (30 min). Template search and
query-template alignment steps take only a few minutes,
whatever the size of the proteins (Figure 1.1). The comparative modeling step typically takes 20 min (two chains of 150
residues) to 2 h (five chains of 500 residues), also depending on the number of loops to remodel. To save time, each
docking run is associated with a session identifier which can
be provided as input of another run (hot restart option) to
re-use previously sampled docking poses and explore alternative template, scoring and post-processing options. Session identifiers are also useful to run several fast rigid-body
docking simulations and, only when results are satisfactory,
apply a final minimization of the models by recalling the
best run.
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CONCLUSION

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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